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Abstract 
 

In Internet, IP multicast has been used successfully to provide an efficient, best-effort delivery 

service for group communication applications. However, applications such as multiparty 

private conference, distribution of stock market information, pay per view and other 

subscriber services may require secure multicast to protect integrity and confidentiality of the 

group traffic, and validate message authenticity. Providing secure multicast for group 

communication is problematic without a robust group key management. In this paper, we 

propose a group key management scheme based on the secret sharing technology to require 

each member by itself to generate the group key when receiving a rekeying message multicast 

by the group key distributor. The proposed scheme enforces mutual authentication between a 

member and the group key distributor while executing the rekeying process, and provides 

forward secrecy and backward secrecy properties, and resists replay attack, impersonating 

attack, group key disclosing attack and malicious insider attack.  
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1. Introduction 

The IP multicast is an efficient protocol to delivering group traffic in a group-based 

application by requiring a sender to transmit data only once to many receivers along a 

multicast distribution tree. IP multicast can use the network bandwidth efficiently that it is 

widely deployed in group-based applications such as televised company meetings, 

commercial stock exchanges, pay-per-view stream video [7], chat-room and so on. Some 

group-based applications require multicast to embed certain security mechanisms to protect 

the integrity of group traffic from modifications, guard for confidentiality of communication 

from electronic eavesdrop, and verify message originator. To provide the above 

security-enhanced services for IP multicast, it is necessary to have a robust group key 

generation and distribution scheme. 

A simple method to generate a group key is to rely on a specific server called as group key 

distributor (GKD) [19]. Each group member shares a pre-shared key with the GKD. After the 

GKD generates a new group key, it encrypts the group key by each member’s pre-shared key 

and sends out the encrypted group key to each member separately. In this way, the rekeying 

message complexity is O(t) for member joining/leaving a group, where t is the group size. 

Many schemes [1, 3-9, 11-13, 16-18] address group key management to reduce the number 

of the rekeying messages. The schemes [1, 5-9, 11-12, 16, 18] establish a key tree for a group. 

The tree root stores the group key, the internal nodes of the tree store the auxiliary keys used to 

renew the group key, and each leaf of the tree stored the pre-shared key known by both of the 

GKD and a group member only. For t members in a group, the GKD must maintain a group 

key, O(t) auxiliary keys and O(t) pre-shared keys. The number of auxiliary keys maintained by 

a member is dependent on the level of this member (leaf node) on the tree. For a balanced tree, 

the GKD must send O(log t) rekeying messages during the rekeying process. If the key tree is 

a skewed one, the rekeying messages will be O(t). It is obvious that a balanced tree has better 

rekeying performance than a skewed one. However, in a highly dynamic group, the overhead 

to maintain a tree being balanced is heavy. Furthermore, such schemes require that each 

member must keep O(log t) auxiliary keys. 

Harn and Lin [4] propose an authenticated group key transfer protocol (AGKTP) based on 

secret sharing scheme that the GKD broadcasts group key information to all group members 

and only the authorized group members can recover the group key. No auxiliary keys are 

needed and only two broadcast messages are sent out by the GKD, but the AGKTP protocol 

requires each member to send a random challenge to the GKD during the rekeying process. 

That makes the complexity of the rekeying messages to be O(t). 

Naranjo et al. [20] extend the Extended Euclidean algorithm to develop a suite of algorithms 

for key distribution and authentication (SAKDA) in centralized secure multicast environments. 

The SAKDA allows the GKD to renew a group key by a single multicast message. However, 

the security is dependent on the practical difficulty of factoring a private secret value which is 

the product of t large and different primes. It is not affordable for large groups and it has heavy 

computation overhead. 

In this paper, we propose a secure authenticated group key management based on (2, 2) 

secret sharing [10] to improve the drawbacks of the above schemes. By our protocol, no key 

tree is needed, and each member can generate a group key by itself after receiving the rekeying 

message multicast by the GKD. No message is required to be sent out by members in contrast 

with the work of Harn and Lin [4]. Only one multicast message is generated at our rekeying 

scheme. During the self-generation of group key process, each member and the GKD perform 

mutual authentication implicitly. Our GKD generates a unique polynomial of degree one for 
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each member, and the group key is stored at the constant term of the polynomial. By the secret 

sharing scheme, the group key can be reconstructed when two shadows of the polynomial are 

combined together. That using Lagrange interpolation [10] to recover the group key makes our 

scheme have better computation performance in comparison with the works of AGKTP [4] 

and SAKDA [20]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the concept of the 

proposed protocol. Section 3 illustrates our protocol in detail. Section 4 and Section 5 are 

security analysis and performance analysis respectively. Finally, the conclusion remark is 

given in Section 6. 

2. Overview 

Our system has a trusted GKD to setup all system parameters, generate a pre-shared key when 

a user registers at the system, and enforce mutual authentication between the GKD and each 

registered user while executing the rekeying process. Henceforth a registered user is called as 

a member whenever the user joins a group. 

In our protocol, the GKD maintains a pre-shared key Ki with each registered user i and 

requires each member by itself to generate a group key after receiving a rekeying message. It is 

assumed that a group is consisted of t members whenever a group key GK is required. The first 

step for the GKD is to generate t polynomials of degree 1 as the form fi(x)=aix+GK, where i=1, 

2,…, t. Each fi(x) is designed as a line passing through the two points (0, GK) and (Ki, H(Ki||T)), 

where T is a timestamp. Note that the coefficient ai must be computed as ai=Ki
-1·(H(Ki||T)-GK). 

After that, the GKD selects a random number R and multicasts T, R and fi(R) (for i=1 to t) to 

the group members. 

Fig. 1 illustrated that each member regards the group key GK as a secret of a polynomial of 

degree one. By (2, 2) secret sharing scheme, the group key GK can be reconstructed by each 

member only when two shadows of the polynomial are combined together. In our protocol, the 

GKD generates a unique polynomial fi for each member i, and then reveal one shadow for each 

polynomial fi, that is, (R, fi(R)). Member i by itself can derive another shadow (Ki, H(Ki||T)) 

based on its pre-shared key Ki and the timestamp T from the multicast message sent by the 

GKD. After having the two shadows of its specific polynomial, each member derives the 

group key GK by applying Lagrange interpolating polynomial [10]. The detail of our protocol 

is described at the next section. 
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Fig. 1. Self-generation of group key GK by (2, 2) secret sharing scheme 

 

3. Our Protocol 

Our protocol consists of four processes: system initialization, group creation, member join and 

member leave. Table 1 illustrates the notations used in this paper. 

 
Table 1. Notations 

Notation Description 

IDi  the real identity of user i. 

Ki a pre-shared key between user i and GKD. 

T a timestamp. 

Auth an authentication code. 

EK [data] data being encrypted by a key K. 

DK [data] data being decrypted by a key K. 

GK a group key. 

 

3.1 System Initialization 

The GKD announces a prime number p, a one-way hash function H(): {0, 1}*Zp
*, and a 

symmetric encryption algorithm E. Before joining any group, a user i, by presenting his/her 

real identity IDi, must register to GKD to get his/her pre-shared key Ki through a secure 
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channel. Fig. 2 illustrates the message exchanged between the GKD and user i during the 

registration process. After that, GKD and user i must keep Ki secretly. 

p, H(.), EGKD

User i

IDi

Ki

Secure channel

p, H(.), EGKD

User i

IDi

Ki

Secure channel
 

Fig. 2. User registration messages 

3.2 Group Creation 

A member who creates a new group is called as Group Initiator. For the sake of simplicity, we 

assume that Group Initiator is ID1. An Initiator sends a group creation request message, 

including a timestamp T, group identity gid, a list of group members {ID1, ID2,…, IDt} and an 

authentication code Auth1 = H(T||gid||ID1||ID2||…||IDt||K1), to GKD. Fig. 3 shows the messages 

exchanged in the group creation process. 
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{T, gid, R, y1, y2, …, yt, AuthG}
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For each member i, GKD generates 

fi(x) passing through (0, GK) and     

(Ki, H(Ki||T)), and then computes 

y i=f i(R).                    .

Note that, there have t distinct 

polynomial function fi(x) and t distinct 

yi values.                      .

Each member i applies (R, yi) and (Ki, 

H(Ki||T)) to get new group key GK=fi(0) by 

using Lagrange Interpolation polyno-

mial.                              . 

Auth1=H(T||gid||ID1||ID2||…||IDt||K1)

AuthG=H(GK||T||gid||R)
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fi(x) passing through (0, GK) and     

(Ki, H(Ki||T)), and then computes 

y i=f i(R).                    .

Note that, there have t distinct 

polynomial function fi(x) and t distinct 

yi values.                      .

Each member i applies (R, yi) and (Ki, 

H(Ki||T)) to get new group key GK=fi(0) by 

using Lagrange Interpolation polyno-

mial.                              . 

Auth1=H(T||gid||ID1||ID2||…||IDt||K1)

AuthG=H(GK||T||gid||R)
 

Fig. 3. Group creation messages 

 

Upon receiving a group creation request message, GKD executes the following steps: 

Step 1 : Check the validation of the timestamp T and Auth1. 

Step 2 : Generate a group key GK∈Zp
* and select a random number R∈Zp

*, such that 

GK≠H(Ki||T) and R≠Ki, for i=1, 2, ..., t. 

Step 3 : Generate a polynomial fi(x) of degree 1 for each member i (i=1, 2,…, t). fi(x) can 

be regarded as a line passing through the two points (0, GK) and (Ki, H(Ki||T)), i.e. 

fi(x)= Ki
-1 ·(H(Ki||T)-GK)·x+GK mod p. Then compute yi=fi(R), where i=1, 2, ..., t. 

Note that there are t distinct fi polynomials and t corresponding yi values. 
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Step 4 : Compute AuthG=H(GK||T||gid||R) and multicast {T, gid, R, y1, y2, …, yt, AuthG} to 

the group members (ID1, ID2,…IDt). 

Each member i (i=1, 2,…, t) derives the shadow (Ki, H(Ki||T)) by itself and gets another 

shadow (R, yi) from the multicast message sent by the GKD. After that, each member i can 

reconstruct the group key GK by applying the equation: GK=fi(0)= 

((Ki·yi)-(R·H(Ki||T)))·(Ki-R)-1 mod p. The last step for member i is to check whether the AuthG 

is equal to H(GK||T||gid||R) to validate the integrity and authenticity of GK. 

3.3 Member Join 

Suppose that a member j wants to join a group gid which is composed of t group members (ID1, 

ID2, …, IDt). The member j sends a join request message containing its identity IDj, a 

timestamp T, the group identity gid, and an authentication code Authj = H(T||gid||Kj) to the 

GKD. Fig. 4 shows the messages exchanged in the member joining process. 
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multicast
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For the joining member j, GKD generates 

fj(x) passing through (0, GK’) and (Kj, 

H(K j | |T)), and then computes y j=fj(R).

GKD sends a multicast message containing 

y j and encrypted  GK ’ to  a l l  group 

members.                        .

Joining member j applies (R, yj) and (Kj, 

H(Kj||T)) to get new group key GK’=fj(0) by 

using Lagrange Interpolation polynomial.       .

Group member i (i=1, 2,…, t) decrypts 

EGK[GK’] to get new group key GK’.          .
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Fig. 4. Member joining messages 

 

Upon receiving a join-requesting message from member j, GKD executes Step 1 and Step 2 

of the group creation process at first. The new group key is denoted as GK’. After that, the 

GKD only needs to generate one polynomial fj(x) of degree 1 passing through (0, GK’) and (Kj, 

H(Kj||T)) and compute a corresponding shadows yj=fj(R)=Kj
-1·(H(Kj||T)-GK’)·R+GK’ (mod p) 

for the joining member j. GKD sends a multicast message {T, gid, R, yj, EGK[GK’], AuthG} to 

the joining member j and member i (i=1, 2, …, t), where AuthG=H(GK’||T||gid||R). Note that 

the new group key GK’ is encrypted by the old group key GK in the multicast message for 

existing group members. In this way, the multicast message size is smaller than that in the 

group creation process. 

After receiving {T, gid, R, yj, EGK[GK’], AuthG} from GKD, the joining member j generates 

the new group key by GK’=fj(0)=((Kj·yj)-(R·H(Kj||T)))·(Kj-R)-1 mod p. As for each existing 

member i (i=1, 2, …, t), it executes DGK[EGK[GK’]] to get the GK’. After that, each member 
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checks whether the AuthG is equal to H(GK’||T||gid||R) to validate the integrity and authenticity 

of GK’. 

 

3.4 Member Leave 

The member leave process can be treated as the group creation process. It is assumed that the 

group consists of t members (ID1, ID2,…, IDt) after a member leaving the group. The first 

member ID1 is required to send a group creation request message to the GKD to renew the 

group key. 

4. Security Analysis 

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed protocol. We first show that the 

protocol enforces mutual authentication between the GKD and each group member while 

executing the rekeying process, and assures forward secrecy and backward secrecy. Then we 

describe that the protocol is able to resist from replay attack, impersonating attack, group key 

disclosing attack and malicious insider attack. 

4.1 Mutual Authentication between GKD and Group member i: 

The proposed protocol requires that each member i must register to GKD to get a pre-shared 

key Ki, which is shared by the member i and GKD only. During group creation phase, the 

GKD authenticates a group initiator by validating the authentication code Auth1 containing the 

pre-shared key K1. For authenticating the other members i in the group, the GKD divides the 

group key GK into two shadows (Ki, H(Ki||T)) and (R, yi). Only the legal member i with Ki can 

recover the group key GK. It indicated that a member i is authenticated by the GKD implicitly, 

though members authenticate the GKD by AuthG. 

At the member join phase, the GKD authenticates the joining member j by validating the 

authentication code Authj. For authenticating the other existing members, the GKD uses the 

old group key GK to encrypt the new group key GK’. Only the legal members with the old GK 

can decrypt EGK[GK’] to be authenticated by the GKD implicitly. After members get the group 

key GK, they authenticate the GKD by AuthG. 

4.2 Forward Secrecy 

When a member leaves a group, the group creation process is executed to renew the old group 

key. The ID of the leaving member is excluded from the group creation request message. Since 

no shadow of the new group key for the leaving member is generated by the GKD, the leaving 

member can not recover the new group key even he/she eavesdrops the multicast message. 

4.3 Backward Secrecy 

When a member joins a group, the GKD randomly generates a new group key. It is impossible 

that the new group key can be inferred from the old group key since they are totally irrelevant. 

4.4 Replay Attack 

In our protocol, the messages are designed to contain a timestamp T and an authentication code 

Auth to resist replay attacks. 

4.5 Impersonating Attack 
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Neither member impersonating attack nor GKD impersonating attack could succeed in our 

protocol. An attacker can’t impersonate a group member i unless the attacker got the 

pre-shared key Ki to generate a valid authentication code Authi. The same reason is given for 

an attacker to impersonate the GKD successfully only if the attacker got all the pre-shared 

keys of a group. 

4.6 Group Key Disclosing Attack 

In our protocol, the group key is recovered by each member individually. An attacker without 

knowing any pre-shared key can not recover the group key even eavesdroping the rekeying 

message {R, y1, y2, …, yt }. It is shown by the property of the linear underdetermined system. A 

system of linear equations is called underdetermined if there are fewer equations than 

unknowns, and an underdetermined system has either no solution or infinitely many solutions. 

By eavesdroping the rekeying message, the attacker has a system of  t equations of the form 

yi=ai·R+GK mod p. The attacker has t+1 unknows (a1,…, at and GK). In our protocol, ai=Ki
-1 

·(H(Ki||T)-GK), when p is large enough or p is kept secret,  it is infeasible for an attacker to 

know the GK without any pre-shared key Ki.  

4.7 Malicious Insider Attack 

In this attack, we consider that a member i attempts to find out the pre-shared key Kj of a 

member j. Since the member i by itself can recover the group key GK, and also knows the yj by 

the message multicast by the GKD. Recall that fj(x) is designed as a line pass through the two 

points (0, GK) and (Kj, H(Kj||T)). The member i can reconstruct the line fj(x) of member j by 

applying the two points (0, GK) and (R, yj), and then try all possible points under Zp
* to figure 

out the point (Kj, H(Kj||T)). To resist such an attack, the size of p must be large enough to make 

it infeasible for a member to find out the pre-shared key of other member. 

5. Performance Analysis 

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed protocol with the GKMP [19], the 

AGKTP [4] and the SAKDA [20], in terms of the number and the size of the rekeying 

messages, the number of stored keys and the computation overhead during rekeying process. 

5.1 Rekeying Messages 

Table 2 gives the comparison results of the number of the messages and the size of a 

broadcast/multicast of the works of GKMP [19], AGKTP [4], SAKDA [20] and ours. 

Table 2. The compare results of rekeying messages 

Scheme 
The number of  

rekeying messages 

The size of  messages sent by the 

GKD 

GKMP [19] t unicast tl 

AGKTP [4] t unicast +2 broadcast (3t+1)l 

SAKDA [20] 1 multicast (2t+3)l 

Our Scheme 1 multicast (t+4)l or 6l 

t: the number of group members 

l: bit length of each parameter in a multicast/broadcast message 
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 The number of rekeying messages 

At the rekeying process, the GKD of the GKMP [19] sends out t unicast messages to 

members. The AGKTP [4] requires each member to send a challenge message to the 

GKD after receiving a broadcast message, and then the GKD of the AGKTP broadcasts a 

message containing t public points of their polynomial f(x) of degree t. Thus the AGKTP 

needs 2 broadcasts and t unicasts while a group membership changes. As for the SAKDA 

[20] and our scheme, the distribution and renewal of a group key can be done in a single 

multicast message sent by the GKD without any challenge messages of group members. 

 The size of the rekeying messages sent by the GKD 

The last column of Table 2 gives the size of messages sent by the GKD, and the bit length 

of each parameter in the rekeying message is assumed to be l. Each unicast message of 

GKMP [19] contains a group key encrypted by a member’s preshared key. Thus, the size 

of messages sent by the GKMP is t∙l. Recall that the GKD in AGKTP needs 2 broadcasts 

while a group membership changes. The first broadcast is a list of all group member. The 

second broadcast contains an authentication code and t points (x-coordinate and 

y-coordinate). Thus, the size of the messages sent by the AGKTP is tl+ (2t+1)l=(3t+1)l. 

In the SAKDA [20], there has a special L which is the product of member tickets of all 

group members, and then the message contains the modular multiplicative inverse of L. 

Thus, the bit length of the modular multiplicative inverse of L is t∙l. The size of the 

rekeying message including an authentication code in SAKDA is (2t+3)l. As for our 

scheme, the message size is (t+4)l for the group creation process. The message size is 

reduced to 6l for our member leaving process. The message size of our scheme is half of 

the works of the AGKTP [4] and the SAKDA [20]. 

5.2 The Number of Stored Keys 

In AGKTP [4], the GKD shares a pair of secrets (xi, yi) with each member i. It means that each 

group member needs to store 2 keys, and the GKD needs to store 2t keys for a group with t 

members. Each member in GKMP [19], SAKDA [20] and our scheme is required to store only 

one key and the GKD needs to store t keys for a group with t members. Thus, the GKMP, the 

SAKDA, and our scheme require less number of keys than the work of the AGKTP. The 

comparison result is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The number of stored keys 

Scheme GKD Each group member 

GKMP [19] t 1 

AGKTP [4] 2t 2 

SAKDA [20] t 1 

Our Scheme t 1 

t: the number of group members 
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5.3 Computation Overhead during Rekeying Process 

Table 4 depicts the computation overhead of the GKD and each group member during 

rekeying process. For simplicity, we only consider the computation overhead for generating a 

polynomial, restoring the constant term of a polynomial by using Lagrange interpolation, and 

computing the modular multiplicative inverse of L. 

 Computation Overhead of GKD 

In the GKMP, the GKD needs to use t pre-shared keys to encrypt the gorup key for 

members. The GKD of the AGKTP [4] needs to construct a polynomial ft(x) with degree 

t. In the SAKDA [20], the GKD executes two modular multiplicative inverse operations 

by using Extended Euclidean Algorithm. In our scheme, the GKD generates t 

polynomials with degree 1 for the group creation process. As for the member join 

process, the GKD generates one polynomial of degree for the joining member and 

encrypts the new group key by the old group key. 

 Computation Overhead of Each Member 

In the GKMP, each member must decrypt the received unicast message to get the gorup 

key. Each member in AGKTP [4] needs to restore the constant term of the polynomial 

ft(x) with degree t by applying Lagrange interpolation [10] to get the group key. In the 

SAKDA [20], each member executes one modular multiplicative inverse operation and 

one modular exponentiation to get the group key. In the group creation process of the 

proposed scheme, since our polynomial is degree 1, each member has less computation 

overhead than the AGKTP to restore the constant term of f1(x) to get the group key. As 

for the member join process, each member executes the symmetric decryption to get the 

new group key, and the joining member executes the same operation in the group 

creation process. 

 

Table 4. The computation overhead 

Scheme GKD Each group member 

GKMP [19]  t enc 1 dec 

AGKTP [4] 1 Gen_ft(x)+1 hash 1 Gen_ft(0)+ 1 hash 

SAKDA [20] 2 inv+1 hash 1 inv +1 exp+1 hash 

Our Scheme 
t Gen_f1(x)+1 hash or  

1 Gen_f1(x)+1 hash +1 enc 

1 Gen_f1(0)+1 hash or 

1 dec+1 hash 

t: the number of group members 

Gen_fd(x): generate a polynomial of degree d [4] 

Gen_fd(0): restore the constant term of fd(x) [4] 

inv: modular multiplicative inverse 

exp: modular exponentiation 

enc/dec: symmetric encryption/decryption 
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we design a secure authenticated group key management scheme based on (2, 

2) secret sharing technology without maintaining a key tree as the works of Wuu and Chen [12] 

and Yu et al. [15] to reduce the number of rekeying messages to be one. Each member in our 

protocol only needs to maintain a pre-shared key safely, and then apply the pre-shared key to 

recover a group key by itself at the rekeying process. The proposed scheme enforces mutual 

authentication, forward secrecy and backward secrecy properties, and resists replay attack, 

impersonating attack, group key disclosing attack and malicious insider attack. In comparison 

with the works of Harn and Lin, [4] and Naranjo et al. [20], our protocol has smaller multicast 

message size, and less key storage requirement as well as the computation overhead. 

The proposed member joining protocol uses the current group key to encrypt the new one. 

An attacker could have all future group keys for this session if the attacker had gotten the 

currect group key. To overcome the problem, a simple way is to apply the group creation 

process whenever a member joins. However, the enhanced security of the group key is at the 

expsense of the efficncy of  the member joining process. It would be our future work to 

improve our protocol to have both efficiency and security. 
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